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Abstract

In our daily life we outsource the multimedia files such as images, videos etc. to the cloud server. So this data need to be stored securely. This security is obtained by using different encryption techniques. The study shows that Reserving Room Before Encryption is much better than the Vacating Room After Encryption. Because Reserving Room Before Encryption gives the better image quality and large payload capacity than Vacating Room After Encryption. But RRBE is having some security issues which is limitation of this method. To overcome this problem Reversible Image Transformation (RIT) based framework is used which is client free framework. In this framework the encrypted image is stored in the form of plaintext. This paper focuses on different RDH methods.
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1. Introduction

Internet is boon in today digital world because most of the communication is done through internet. The communication may be done by using secure data, important messages, secret data, different images and documents. so it is very important to provide security to this communication. Many encryption techniques are available for security purpose. The term reversible in reversible data hiding in the sense this extract data and image without loss after decryption.

In our daily life we handle so many multimedia files such as images, videos and we outsource this to cloud this outsourced data needs large storage space. Reversible data hiding in encrypted images are based on following two frameworks [23]:

Framework I vacating room after encryption (VRAE)
Framework II reserving room before encryption (RRBE).

In the framework ” vacating room after encryption (VRAE)” [16]. The room can be reserved for embedding bits the Zhang divided the encrypted image into some block. In each block three bits which are LSBs are reserved. This reserved space is used for data embedding which gives maximum entropy. The vacating room after encryption technique useful only for small payload.

This method recover poor quality image while embeds large data in encrypted image. Fig. 1[13] shows the flow of vacating room after encryption. In this method first original image is encrypted using encryption key. Then room reservation is done in encrypted image for data hiding. In reserved space data hiding is done using data hiding key. In last phase data hiding key is used for data extraction and encryption key gives original image [13].

In the framework” reserving room before encryption (RRBE)” [13], The vacating Room After Encryption in the encrypted images is relatively difficult and sometimes inefficient. To overcome this problem the room is reserved before encryption for data embedding. Fig 2[13] shows the working of reserving Room Before Encryption. In this method first room is reserved from the original image. Then this space reserved image is encrypted using encryption key. This encrypted image is used for data hiding using data hiding key. encryption key is used to recover original image and data extraction is done using data hid key [13].
Subsequent sections are organized as follows: In below Section we have done survey about literature. It gives overview of work done in this field. Then Comparative Analysis is given. After that different techniques for Reversible Data Hiding are stated where this hiding is done in encrypted images. Last Section concludes this study.

2. Literature Review

Data hiding is considered as one of the encryption technique, sometimes in data hiding technique after data extraction original image may be damaged. So to avoid this problem Reversible Data Hiding is used which is lossless method.

Literature survey shows that, lot of work is still going on in Reversible Data Hiding using various techniques. In this paper [13] Reserving Room Before Encryption technique is used. This technique gives better performance than techniques from VRAE framework. Room is re-served from original image before encryption of images. Practically this technique is based on four stages that is generation of encrypted image, data hiding in encrypted image, data extraction and image recovery. This technique is useful for getting better image quality as original without loss after extraction of cover media but it is not useful for large payload.

In this paper[18] Key Modulation technique is used for reversibly data hiding. In this method the information hiding is done by using public key modulation mechanism. In this technique the secret encryption key is not needed to embed data into encrypted image. This is RDH method in which powerful two class SVM classifier is used at decoder side to separate encrypted and non-encrypted image patches This is non-separable RDH method because extraction of data and reconstruction of image takes place at a time. Key Modulation technique gives large embedding capacity and also extraction of both data and cover image losslessly. But this is server related technique and encrypted image is in the form of ciphertexts.

Zhenxing Qian, Xinpeng Zhang proposed a technique for Reversible Data Hiding in encrypted images [20] using Distributed Source Encoding. This technique is based on VRAE framework. This method is proposed to get large embedding capacity by MSB estimation together with DSC. This is separable method because separate encryption key and embedding key is needed to reconstruct original image and extract data respectively. Space is reserved for embedding message by compressing some MSB of secret image is Slepian-Wolf encoded using Low Density Parity Check (LDPC) codes. DSC technique is best for perfectly reconstruct the original image and data using separate keys. But encrypted image is in not in the form of plaintexts.

In this paper [23] the author explained the techniques for RDH using Reversible Image Transformation. Previous techniques are based on RRBE and VRAE framework which gives encrypted image in the form of ciphertext this is not good according to security purpose. Zhang [23] proposed a new framework that is Reversible Image Transformation which gives encrypted image in the form of plaintext. So any traditional RDH algorithm of plaintext image is used to embed data into encrypted image.

3. Comparative Analysis

Different RDH Techniques are used to hide data in the encrypted image. In the below table, I compare the different techniques of RDH techniques and their advantages-disadvantages.

From the above table we conclude that The Reversible Image Transformation technique used for Reversible Data Hiding in encrypted images is better.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Technique</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Pros</th>
<th>Cons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reserving Room Before Encryption</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>After decryption original image is captured</td>
<td>This technique is useful for less payload</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key Modulation</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Large embedding space is available and Original image is restored</td>
<td>The encrypted image is in the form of ciphertext so it gets attention of curious cloud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributed Source Encoding</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Good image quality and achieve a better payload capacity with much lower error rates</td>
<td>Encrypted Image is in ciphertext format</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patch-Level Sparse Representation</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Large space is available to embed data and image is restored successfully</td>
<td>Ciphertext formed encrypted image may invite Attackers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reversible Transformation</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Restore the original image from the image in a lossless way and embeds encrypted large payload because this technique can use any classical method to satisfy needs</td>
<td>Encrypted image has the form of a plaintext image, so avoid the notation of the curious cloud server</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1: Comparative Analysis of RDH Techniques**
4. Different Techniques for Reversible Data Hiding in Encrypted Images

Recently, Research has been going on in the field of Reversible Data Hiding in Encrypted Images. Mostly Data Hiding is done according to two frameworks that is RRBE and VRAE with some more advancement. Different methods used for RDHEI are briefly explained as follows.

4.1. Patch Level Sparse Representation [22]

This technique is based on the Reserving Room Before Encryption framework. In RRBE framework pixel level representation for data embedding is done so it gives less embedding capacity. In HC-SRDHEI technique patch level representation is used for data hiding by using RRBE framework, Therefore large payload is available for data hiding. The below fig shows room preserving process in both pixel level and patch level representation.

Fig. 3: Comparison between pixel-level and patch-level representation for room preserving [22]

In pixel level representation 3 bits are available in each pixel as shown in Fig. 3(a). So small space is available to hide data as compared to patch level representation. Because in patch level representation shown in Fig 3(b) only small number of coefficient and residual error obtained, Therefore large embedding space is available.

Patch Level Sparse Representation is Separable Reversible Data Hiding technique because data extraction and image recovery is not depends on each other that is separate encryption key and embedding key is used for image encryption and data hiding. The fig.4(a) shows that content owner reserves space in training image by using sparse coding and encrypts image using encryption key. In this encrypted image data hider embeds secrete information using data hiding key in the space where patches are selected using sparse coding. Content owner is not depends on data hider. In fig. 4(b) three cases are given. In case 1 the receiver have only data hiding key so it get only hidden data. In case 2 receiver have both data hiding and encryption key which extract both data and image. In case 3 receiver have encryption key which recover only image. Therefore this technique is separable.

Fig. 4: Flowchart of HC-SRDHEI Method [22]

4.2. Reversible Image Transformation [23]

The Vacating Room After Encryption (VRAE) and Re-serving Room Before Encryption (RRBE) both frameworks outsourced the encrypted image in the form of ciphertext so it attracts the attention of curious cloud.

Fig.5: (a) Framework VRAE. (b) Framework RRBE [23]

The Reversible Image Transformation (RIT) based framework[23] store the encrypted image in the form of plaintexts, so it not get the attention of curious cloud. Data embedding is done in this encrypted image by using any RDH algorithm which are applicable for plaintext image. The Reversible Data Hiding used by cloud is not related to both sender and receiver, thus this framework is also called client free scheme. fig.6 [23] shows the working of Reversible Image Transformation based framework.
4.3. Key Modulation [18]

Reversible Data Hiding is also done by using Key Modulation [18] where hiding of data is done in encrypted images. In this technique the data hiding is done by using the public key modulation without access to the encryption key. In the public key modulation data hiding is done by simple XOR operation.

In secure remote sensing (fig.7)[18], the satellite images are captured by on-board cameras. After encrypting that captured images sent to the base station(s). Base station then hides some confidential data such as base station ID, Time of Arrival, wind information etc. into that encrypting images. The data center get this encrypted image and do some investigations and stored it. The base station not having any secret key. All the process done through public network. The data center and satellite only having secret key [18].

4.4. Distributed Source Encoding [20]

The reserving Room Before Encryption technique [13] for RDH is sometimes impractical because the sender need to do extra RDH before encryption where sender has no idea which data hiding strategy is done by data hider. The sender done space reservation and embedding task. So data hider becomes redundant. To vanish these problems distributed source coding technique for RDH is used. The Distributed Source Encoding uses MSB bits and Slepian-Wolf Encoding. The data hider embeds data into encrypted image by decomposing image. The decomposing technique is given in followed Fig. 8.

The distributed Source Encoding technique [20] is based on three phases as shown in Fig. 9 that is sender phase, data hider phase and receiver phase. In sender phase sender encrypts the original image using stream cipher and encryption key. The encrypted image is passed to data hider phase. In data hider phase MSB bits are selected for data embedding by using Slepian-Wolf Encoding. The receiver phase contains encrypted image along with secret data. The DSC technique is consider to be separable reversible data hiding. Because if receiver have only encryption key then approximate image is obtained. If the receiver have both encryption key and embedding key then original image and secret data is obtained.

5. Conclusion

Reversible Data Hiding in encrypted images is a method in which data hiding is done along with lossless extraction of data and covering media. Different techniques are used to satisfy requirement according to embedding capacity and image quality. Reserving Room before Encryption is a technique which gives better image quality after extraction but it gives less embedding capacity. Key Modulation, Distributed Source Encoding and Pitch-level Sparse Representation are techniques useful for large payload and extraction of image without loss, But encrypted image is in the form of ciphertexts so it gives lack of security. Reversible Image Transformation is a techniques used for Reversible Data Hiding in encrypted images which gives better image quality after extraction and large embedding capacity. RIT gives encrypted image is not in the form of ciphertext, So it avoids the attention of curious cloud which spoils the security. Therefore RIT-based framework is better than other techniques.
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